It’s Easy to Make
Lasting Impressions Every Day

EXPERIENCE
THE EZ WHITE® PRO
DIFFERENCE
• Results in as little as 30 minutes
• Little to no sensitivity associated
with the procedure
• One convenient office visit for
long-lasting results

Visit us online at EZWhite.com

TALK TO YOUR DENTIST ABOUT
EZ WHITE® PRO AND START MAKING
IMPRESSIONS THAT LAST

LET YOUR CONFIDENCE SHINE THROUGH
WITH A WHITER SMILE

®

®
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For the Moments That Matter Most

AN EASIER WAY TO
WHITEN YOUR TEETH
IS EZ WHITE® PRO
RIGHT FOR YOU?

AND BOOST YOUR
CONFIDENCE IN AS LITTLE
AS 30 MINUTES

1

What is EZ White® Pro?
It’s an innovative teeth-whitening treatment
administered by your dentist in as little as
30 minutes and with little to no sensitivity.

2 How long does it take?
EZ White Pro In-Office Teeth Whitening System
®

works differently than other professional whitening

ENVISION YOURSELF
WITH A WHITER SMILE

treatments. It uses an innovative, light-activated
technology that takes as little as 30 minutes to
brighten your smile, with little to no sensitivity
associated with the procedure.

EZ White® Pro is performed by your dentist in
as little as 30 minutes during one convenient office
visit with no follow-ups required.

3 Is teeth whitening safe?
Before treatment
with EZ White® Pro

After treatment:
See immediate results
with rapidly whiter teeth

Yes. Whitening with approved hydrogen peroxide
and carbamide peroxide products has been proven
safe through extensive research. Your dentist can
provide you with the complete safety information
associated with EZ White® Pro.

4 Why professional whitening?
Your dentist has the professional whitening
experience to quickly and safely achieve deeper,
long-lasting results. Over-the-counter (OTC)
products, like toothpastes and strips, are minimally
effective in removing surface stains.

5 Does EZ White® Pro cause
tooth sensitivity?
EZ White® Pro effectively whitens teeth with little
to no sensitivity because it uses a patented lightactivated technology to rapidly whiten teeth.

6 How long does my whiter smile last?
Results depend on many factors including tooth
structure, personal habits, physical health, and oral
hygiene. To maintain whitening results, consult
with your dentist.
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